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  Award by Selt Publishing. Istanbul,1998. 
 (Received this for my four year contribution and 

hard work to Selt Publishing.) 
 Award by Ministry of Education. Ankara, 1999.  
 (Excellence in Teaching.) 
 Award by Samanyolu College.  2002 
 (Several state theatres in Ankara welcomed a 

play in English by our students and English 
teachers.) 

 BOOKS 
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 Attended ""From Diversity to Synergy", Kara harp Okulu, Ankara/Turkey, 

27/06/1996-28/06/1996. 
 Attended "The Natural Approach", Stephen Krashen, USIS, 

Ankara/Turkey, 19/05/1996-19/05/1996.  
 Delivered “The Role of Methods in ELT.” , a four days seminar to ELT 

teachers in Ukraine on teaching methods and new trends in ELT. Ukraine, 
December 1997. 

   
 Selt Publishing regularly (1994 – 1998) asked me to organize workshops 

for teachers all around Turkey and train them on various aspects of 
teaching English.  

   
 As ELT coordinator of Private Samanyolu Primary Schools and other 

Private Schools (2000 – 2002), I was responsible for the development of 
my teachers’ experience; therefore, at regular times I had to arrange 
seminars to address them on different ELT topics together with other 
invited speakers. 

 "Drama For Teachers 2", Gülfem ASLAN, British Council, Ankara-Turkey, 
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 24 June 2009 / , 
 If you are one of those people who are unsatisfied 

with their English competence after many years of 
hard work, practice and exposure, then this article 
may be for you. 

 Even though research in foreign language learning 
enumerates several factors for foreign language 
failure -- social, psychological, cognitive and 
affective -- whose roles definitely cannot be 
overlooked, my own view is somewhat different 
from the tradition. I firmly believe that the main 
reason why so many people cannot attain maximum 
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 13 November 2010 / , 

 On my last visit to Ishik University in Arbil as a visiting professor, I was 
honored with a farewell party by my enthusiastic, candid and 
hardworking English Language Teaching (ELT) undergraduate students, 
made up of mainly Kurdish and Turkish students. 

 Even though I did not announce their final grades for the academic semester -- 
whether they failed or passed my two courses -- they surprised me with an 
elegant present and a delightful cake. As a scholar, particularly as a Turkish 
scholar in a Kurdish-populated land, I was overwhelmingly pleased by their 
thankful, sincere and motivating feedback about my lectures. Also, I was deeply 
impressed and touched when they insistently invited me back for the next 
academic year; you cannot know how valuable these exchanges are for an 
instructor. Neither money nor maqam (status) can give you these moments of 
happiness. 

 When I was applauded by my dear students upon cutting the cake, I instantly 
remembered the sweet moments on the TV sometime ago when Turkish teachers 
abroad were praised by top Turkish celebrities, including the prime minister, for 
their selfless endeavors on several continents -- even in countries whose names I 
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 18 December 2009 / , 
 Officially recognized by both Arab and Iranian authorities, 

the Sorani language spoken by most Iraqi Kurds is a Kurdish 
dialect written and printed in Arabic letters. 

 To my surprise, though dialects of a single language should 
be mutually intelligible, I am told by Iraqi Kurdish colleagues 
and students that they only understand around 50 percent of 
Kurmanji, the Kurdish dialect spoken by Turkish Kurds. I have 
also been informed of the existence of other Kurdish dialects 
that I have never heard of: Zazaki spoken in Central Anatolia 
around Tunceli (formerly known as Dersim) and Gorani and 
Lorani commonly spoken in Iran. Research conducted by the 
Institute of Kurdish Studies at St. Petersburg University in 
Russia mentions the presence of 8,000 to 10,000 Kurdish 
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 10 April 2011 / , 
 I remember the time very well when I read enthusiastically 

with insatiable appetite comic books for pleasure after 
school. It was during my middle school years when I, like 
many of my schoolmates, became addicted to these 
books written and illustrated in the style of graphic 
novels. 

  With Spiderman we climbed on the walls, with Superman we 
flew over the city, with Hulk we all got angry; with Batman 
we played the detective and many more. We got lost in time 
and space in our imaginations as we were hunting for the 
criminals along with the superheroes. Many of us even dared 
to read the most recent story of their favorite superhero 
hidden inside a textbook during class time, no matter what 
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17 December 2009 / , 

 During one of my academic trips to Ishik University, a newly opened but already 
renowned Turkish university in northern Iraq, as a linguist, I decided to inquire 
whether Kurdish is really a dialect of Turkish, as some Sept. 12, 1980 coup 
proponents say. 

 After the exhausting but satisfying morning classes, I jotted down some useful 
Kurdish words and phrases that I learned from my kind-hearted Kurdish students 
and hailed a taxi to explore Arbil, an ancient city from Babylonian times. I opened 
the cab’s door, greeted the driver and took my seat in very high spirits in a brand 
new white Toyota. So far so good. As the taxi started moving, I decided then was 
the right time to start my linguistic research and see how well I could 
communicate with the taxi driver, who was obviously not Turkish.With the 
confidence of being able to speak several languages and years of experience 
abroad, I told the taxi driver in standard Turkish to take me to the city center. 
However, I received no verbal response from the taxi driver showing even a slight 
understanding of my words apart from a bewildered look. I repeat my request to 
the driver for a second time, upon which he uttered some words that made no 
sense to me. No matter how hard I tried to get my Turkish message across, I only 
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 Seyfi Oktay investigation indictment submitted to court 
 December 28, 2011 
 Yakup Çetİn 
 Ergenekon prosecutor Cihan Kansız has submitted an indictment 

regarding Ergenekon’s connections to the judiciary in an İstanbul 
court, accusing 11 suspects -- including former Justice Minister Seyfi 
Oktay -- of attempting to arrange for the release of suspects arrested 
as part of the Ergenekon investigation. 
 

 Major hints at possible chemical weapon use in 'Operation Back-to-
Life' 

 December 19, 2011 
 Yakup Çetİn 
 A retired major who was in charge of the violent Operation Back-to-

Life 11 years ago, carried out by security forces to suppress a spate of 
prison riots, has said he saw the kind of bombs that were used against 
the prisoners during the operation for the first time, which is 
significant as there are allegations that chemical weapons were used 
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 23 Zaman reporters tried in 19 separate cases 
 February 15, 2011 
 Yakup Çetin / Gürkan Tuzlu 
 Twenty-three reporters from the Zaman daily appeared 

before judges at the Bakırköy Courthouse in İstanbul in 19 
separate cases on Tuesday. 

 Back-to-Life victim visits prison for first time since deadly 
riots 

 February 02, 2011 
 Yakup Çetin 
 A former inmate who received severe burns during the 

deadly Back-to-Life operation to subdue a spate of prison 
riots in 2000 re-visited the Bayrampaşa Prison 10 years after 
the violence. 
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 Academics Journals 
 * Yakup Çetin, "COURSEBOOK CULTURE: WHAT TURKISH STUDENTS THINK", 

Electronic Journal of Social Science, Jan. 2012, pp. to be published 
 * Yakup Çetin & Kimberly Anne Brooks-Lewis, "How Do Students Feel about 

Graded Readers?", International Journal of Business and Social Science, Vol. 2, 
No. 23, Nov. 2011, pp. 227-231 

 Yakup Çetin, "İthal İngilizce Öğretmenleri Üzerine", Kariyer Penceresi, No. 6, 
Nov. 2011, pp. 56-57 

 Yakup Çetin & Hüseyin Kınay, "A Causal Relationship between Turkish EFL 
Students’ Academic Achievement and Borrowed Library Books", Gaziantep 
Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi, Vol. 19, No. 1, Oct. 2011, pp. 303-316 

 Yakup Çetin, "“Reliability of Raters for Writing Assessment: Analytic - Holistic, 
Analytic - Analytic, Holistic – Holistic", Mustafa Kemal Üniversitesi Sosyal 
Bilimler Enstitüsü Dergisi, Vol. 8, No. 16, Oct. 2011, pp. 471-486 

 Yakup Çetin, "Yabancı Dili Nasıl Öğrenebilirim?", Kariyer Penceresi, Vol. 1, No. 
5, Sep. 2011, pp. 27-30 

 Yakup ÇETİN, "Serbest Okumanın Bilinmesi Gereken Faydaları", Kariyer 
Penceresi - Rehberlik ve Eğitim Dergisi, Vol. 1, No. 2, Mar. 2011, pp. 42 -43 
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  His favorite research areas are language 
teaching methodology, second language 
learning and teaching, psycholinguistics, 
reading, and vocabulary. Besides publishing 
scientific papers, he is interested in 
publishing foreign language teaching 
materials. 
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 Yakup ÇETİN, "Mental Pollution Hinders Foreign Language Learning", 3rd 
Word Conference on Educational Sciences, Türkiye, Feb. 2011, Procedia - Social 
and Behavioral Sciences, pp. to be published 

 Yakup Çetin, "Suggesto-Practica in FL Storytelling", PROMOTING LEARNER 
INDEPENDENCE AND AUTONOMY, İstanbul / Turkey, Apr. 2010, 

 Yakup Çetin, "Pleasure Listening", ELT Visible \"Personal Approaches in English 
Language Teaching\", Arbil / Iraq, Apr. 2010, 

 Yakup Çetin, "Reading for Pleasure", English as an International Language, İzmir 
Turkey, Oct. 2009, 

 Yakup Çetin, "“VAK-abulary Teaching” ", 1st International Symposium on 
Sustainable Development at International Burch University , Sarajevo, Bosnia 
Herzegovina, Jun. 2009, First International Symposium on Sustainable 
Development: Additional Volume, pp. 74-80 

 Şaban Çepik, Yakup Çetin, "CONTRIBUTION OF CULTURAL COMPONENTS TO 
THE MOTIVATION OF SPEAKING SKILL", 2nd ELT CONFERENCE 'Deep into 
ELT', İstanbul, İstanbul, Apr. 2009, 

 Yakup Çetin, Şaban Çepik, "“TPR without limits” ", “Deep into ELT” at Fatih 
University Conference, İstanbul, Turkey, Apr. 2009, 

 Yakup Çetin, "Pleasure Reading", 7th International Language, Literature, and 
Stylistics Conference in the Year of Rumi Symposium Prog, Konya/Turkey, May. 
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 Jacob Hardy (Yakup Çetin), "Sewsaw Game 
Book", SELT Publishing 

 Elspeth Rawsron, Jacob Hardy (Yakup Çetin) & 
Kevin Klein. , "Seesaw 2", SELT Publishing 

 Elspeth Rawsron, Jacob Hardy (Yakup Çetin) & 
Kevin Klein, "Seesaw 3", SELT Publishing 

 Yakup Çetin & Brian Johnson, "Speek Up Kits", 
SELT Publishing 

 Yakup Çetin & Şahid J. İsmail, "Speed Up Skits", 
SELT Publishing 
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 2011-2012 "ORIENTATION TO EDUCATION", EDU 103/B, 
Credit:2 

 2011-2012 "METHODS AND APPROACHES TO FLED I", ELT 
275/A, Credit:3 

 2011-2012 "METHODS AND APPROACHES TO FLED I", ELT 
275/B, Credit:3 

 2011-2012 "ÖZEL ÖĞRETİM YÖNTEMLERİ", EBİL 403/C, 
Credit:4 

 2011-2012 "EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY", EDU 
102/ELT4tek, Credit:3 

 2011-2012 "SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING METHODS", ACL 
371/A, Credit:3 

 2011-2012 "METHODS AND APPROACHES TO FLED II", ELT 
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